
Office Seating





Comfort. Durability. Ergonomic Excellence.

The diversity of the modern workplace demands a range of ergonomic seating

products for a variety of tasks. Whether traditional or contemporary, private

office, call center, boardroom or training room, Knoll provides office seating for

every application. 



Life™

The Life chair, with its intuitive adjustments and broad color and finish options, represents the benchmark in ergonomic and 

sustainable design. Designed by Formway Design.



Life, opposite, with Grain BSF back suspension fabric, high-
performance arms, Grey base and casters, far left; Eclipse BSF, fixed
arm, Black base and casters, center; Blackout BSF, Spinneybeck™,
leather seat and back topper, high-performance arms, polished
aluminum base and clear casters, left.

Life’s neutral colors, top left, from left: Grain, Beige, Camel, Patina
and Blackout.

Life adds elegance to the Reff® private office, top right, in
Spinneybeck Arizona, Monument Valley leather upholstery.

In a training setting, bottom right, Life brings translucence 
and comfort. 

Accent the workstation with one of the signature Life colors. 
Life, bottom left, in Cosmos BSF with Urban, Red upholstered
seat cushion.



The Chadwick chair, opposite, left, with fixed arms in Black; with

adjustable arms and tilt-lock limiter in Green, center; and armless in

Red, right.

Chadwick works as a conference chair, shown above with fixed arms

in Beige.

With comfortable Active Suspension™, Chadwick supports the work-

station user throughout the day. Shown bottom left in Blue.

Easy to use and the perfect scale, Chadwick, bottom right, suits the

open-plan environment.



Chadwick™

Chadwick is the office chair refined — and redefined. Designed using the latest engineering technology, Chadwick is an aesthetically

streamlined, athletic chair that multi-tasks throughout the modern office. Whether collaborating, training, conferencing or working,

Chadwick is just right. Designed by Don Chadwick.



Open Up™

With its trim profile, elegant mesh fabric and generous backrest angle, the Open Up family of chairs effortlessly merges superior

function with a sleek, modern look. Designed by Mathias Seiler for Sedus Design Group.



Open Up Mid-back chair in Light Grey mesh and polished
aluminum base, opposite, far left; High-back in Black mesh with
polished aluminum base, center; Side chair with chrome frame.

The European design of the Open Up High-back Executive chair,
with Black side chairs, above, complements the streamlined 
aesthetic of an AutoStrada™ private office. 

Open Up Mid-back task chairs in Navy mesh with Plus, Blue
upholstered seat perfectly suit this Reff workstation, bottom right.

Open Up lends an aura of elegance to this conference room, 
bottom left. 



RPM Task chair with high-performance arms in Speedway, Basil,
opposite left; High Task chair with fixed arms in Radial, Basil/Tin,
center; and accompanying Side chair in Tread Gourd/Tin.

Long-lasting comfort and durability make RPM the ideal choice 
for call centers, above. Task chairs in Speedway, Chocolate 
complement an Equity® 120º office.

Available in three knits — Speedway, Radial and Tread — RPM,
shown bottom right in Tread Smoke/Tin, in a traditional Equity 
workstation.

RPM at work in Spinneybeck Arizona, Bell Rock leather dresses up
this Morrison open-plan office, bottom left. 



RPM®

Engineered for durability, RPM delivers comfort and support, especially for 24-hour work environments. RPM can withstand the 

toughest workplace and is engineered for performance and value. Designed by Carl G. Magnusson.



Sapper™

Sapper unites graceful lines with advanced ergonomic features to create a seating solution worthy of the most distinguished 
executive offices. Designed by Richard Sapper.



Sapper Management, Executive and Side chairs, opposite.

The Sapper Executive chair in Shibai, Bamboo, top left,
accents this Reff Burnt Walnut private office.

Hand-finished craftsmanship is the hallmark of Sapper’s unique
design, here in Spinneybeck Derby, Saddle leather, top right.

The Management chair in Spinneybeck Veluto Pelle, Amarillo with
complementary Side chair, at ease in this Dividends® open-plan
office, bottom right.

Sapper adds distinction to the private office, shown bottom left.



Bulldog, opposite, from left, Executive chair; Management chair;
Operational chair; High Task chair; and Side chair.

Bulldog Executive chair, top left, has a broad application for 
conference rooms, meeting areas or workstations.

Bulldog Operational chair, top right, in sleek white — high 
performance and durability never looked so good.

The Bulldog family ensures a coordinated look throughout the
entire office, with a range of task chairs and a complementary 
Side chair, shown bottom right.

The Bulldog Operational chair, shown bottom left in Plus, Red,
adds ergonomic excellence to a storage-intensive workstation.



Bulldog®

Strong and sturdy, Bulldog comprises five models for all office applications. Bulldog features maximum adjustability and advanced
ergonomic performance, integrating seamlessly into the architecture of your office. Designed by Dale Fahnstrom and Michael McCoy.



Essentials Tech™

Characterized by its slim suspension back design, the Essentials Tech work chair, with matching side chair, is perfectly proportioned

to meet the needs of the modern office. At home in a workstation, conference room or private office, the Essentials Tech chair 

adds a contemporary flair to any setting at an affordable price. Designed by Jeffrey Bernett.



Essentials Tech Task chair, opposite, with Navy suspension back
and upholstered seat in Stacks, Wave with the complementary
arm and armless Side chair with seat cushion in Ingot, Citrine.

Essentials Tech, top, adds a contemporary look to the open office.
Shown in Navy suspension back with Ingot, Citrine upholstered
seat; Side chairs with Stacks, Wave upholstered seat in a Morrison
office. 

Essentials Tech Task chair with Gray back and Presto, Red Carpet
upholstered seat, bottom right, at work in a conference room.

Complementing a light aesthetic, the Essentials Tech Task chair 
is shown bottom left with a Beige back and Spinneybeck Volo,
White leather upholstered cushion. Shown here in a Morrison
workstation.



The Essentials Pro range of chairs, opposite, includes the High-
back executive model, here in Spinneybeck Volo, Black leather with
adjustable arms; the Mid-back Armless Task chair in Stacks, Brick
upholstery; and a complementary Side chair with arms in Gala,
Cinnamon.

The Essentials Pro High-back chair in Spinneybeck Prima, Bernini
leather and Essentials Pro Side chair with arms in Stacks, Brick,
top left, suit this Morrison management office with rolling doors.

In the open office, the Essentials Pro Mid-back brings comfort and
style; top right in Stacks, Tread with adjustable arms.

In this Equity office, bottom right, the Essentials Pro Mid-back is
upholstered in a contrasting Ingot, Navy back and Ingot, Silver
seat cushion.

For a classic look in the conference room, bottom left, the
Essentials Pro Mid-back in Stacks, Tread works with the
Interaction™ Raceway conference table. 



Essentials Pro™

The Essentials Pro work chair offers the ergonomic comfort and traditional appeal of a fully upholstered task chair at incredible value.

Scaled for both the open-plan and private office, the Mid- or High-back Task chair with accompanying Side chair is the perfect

solution for the comfort-minded, value-seeking customer. Designed by Jeffrey Bernett.



SoHo™

Flexible, durable, stylish and well priced, SoHo’s contemporary design and fundamental ergonomics make it the smart choice for the

office, classroom and training room. Designed by Roberto Lucci and Paolo Orlandini.



The SoHo family: unupholstered Side chair, opposite, top left; fully
upholstered Side chair; fully upholstered Task chair with arms;
upholstered Stool; and fully upholstered Armless Task chair.

SoHo’s fresh aesthetic accents the contemporary feel of this
Morrison 120º office, above, here fully upholstered in Una, Steel
with a coordinated stool in Una, Persimmon.

Unupholstered Side chairs and dolly, bottom right, provide an
exceptional stacking solution.

From training rooms to university settings, SoHo delivers 
performance and comfort. At bottom left, the Soho Task chair
with arms with the flexible Upstart® table collection.



Ganged armless chairs in Chalk; armless chair with Storm shell/
Silver frame; upholstered armchair with Chalk shell/Medium Grey
frame; upholstered armless chair with Storm shell/Silver frame; and
Arm chair with Chalk shell/Silver frame, opposite.

Visor chairs in Chalk work perfectly in an AutoStrada collaborative
table setting, top left.

Visor’s shell colors (top right, top to bottom): Storm, Willow, Chalk,
Flax. Visor chairs can be stacked —10 high without arms, 5 high
with arms — for convenient storage.

Visor Black shell — armless and upholstered Arm chair, bottom right.

The upholstered Visor chair in a Dividends managerial workstation,
bottom left.



Knoll Office Seating

Visor®

Refreshingly beautiful, Visor delivers uncompromising function and versatility in today’s dynamic workplace. With a flexible back, 

as well as stacking and ganging capabilities, Visor ensures lasting comfort and exceptional elegance, from auditorium to cafeteria 

to office. Designed by Emilio Ambasz.



Comfort. Adjustability. Choice. Knoll offers a full range of office seating for every application, be it traditional or contemporary,
private office, call center, boardroom or training room. Along with individual design options to complement your workspace,
Knoll delivers ergonomic and environmental benefits while catering to your comfort, budget and personal style. With Knoll
office seating, you can always get what you want.
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